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ALAN M. STAHL (*)

THE GROSSO OF ENRICO DANDOLO

(Plate XX)

The grosso issued in the name of Enrico Dandolo, doge of Venice from
1192 to 1205, was revolutionary not only for Venetian coinage, but for
Latin medieval monetary history as a whole. ft was the first fine silver
multiple coin of the European Middle Ages, and in the century and a half
of its issue established itself as a principal trade coin for Mediterranean
commerce, the only silver issue to do so for the entire medieval period. 1
have dealt elsewhere with the historical and monetary context for the
inceptiou of this coinage; in this essay 1 wish to deal with a few technical
numismatic questions concerning the issue (1).

The date of the introduction of the denomination has been the source
of debate for sorne time; it is usually given either as 1193-4 or as 1201
2 ('). These disparate dates derive from two chronicle traditions, the ear
lier date preserved in the history composed by the future doge Andrea
Dandolo in the first half of the fourteenth century, which puts the incep
tian of the denomination in the second year of his ancestor's reign, and
the later date from the chronicle of Martin da Canal, written around
1275, where the introduction of the coin is discussed in the context of
the account of the preparations for the Fourth Crusade ('J.

The only truly contemporary source which might bear on the date of
the introduction of the grosso is the Liber A bbaci of Leonardo Pisano,

(*) Curator of Medieval Coins, The American Numismatic Society, Broadway at
155th Street USA-10032 New York NY.
email: stahl@amnumsoc.org

(1) A.M. STAHL, The Cainage of Ventee in the Age of Enrico Dandolo, in E.E. KIT
TELL and T.F. MADDEN (eds), Medieval and Renaissance Ventee, Urbana-Champaign,
1999, p. 124-140. 1 wish to thank Ermanno Arslan, Barrie Cook, Philip Grierson, Mar
tin Jacobowitz, Giandomenico Romanelli, D.M. Metcalf, Kevin Roddy, and Lucia Tra
vaini for providing material for this study and especially Andrea Saccocci for signaling
examples of this issue during his systematic survey of auction catalogues. Archivai re
search was made possible by a series of grants from the Gladys K. Delmas Foundatîon.
1 wish to take this opportunity ta express my deep gratitude to Tony Hackens for his
continued support of my work.

(2) See, most recently, A. SACCOCCI, rra Bisanzio, Venezia e Friesach: alcune iposiesi
sull'origine della moneta grossa in Iialia, in NumAntClas, 23, 1994, p. 313-341.

(3) ANDREA DANDOLO, Chronica, ed. E. PASTORELLO (Herum Italicarum Scriptores,
2nrl ed., vol. 12, part 1), Balogna, 1938-58, p. 273; M. DA CANAL, Les estoires de Venise,
ed. A. LIMENTANI (Civiltà Veneziana, Fonti e Testi, 12), Florence, 1972, p. 46.
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called Fibonacci, composed in 1202 but revised in 1228 ('). In what ap
pears ta be a manuscript Irom the early recension 01 this work, a hy
pothetical arithmetical problem is given in which a pound 01 Venetian
coins is equal ta 12 pounds 4 shillings 01 Pisan denarii. As Fibonacci's
monetary problems are always based on realistic values of coins, it ap
pears that the Venetian grosso, whose value was about twelve times that
01 the Pisan penny (unlike the earlier Venetian penny which was worth
about half that 01 Pisa), was weil known in Tuscany hy 1202. This argues
lor the earlier date lor its introduction, and lor a historical context
involving the worsening 01 Venetian ties with Byzantium in the 1180s
rather than lor a direct tie-in ta the Fourth Crusade 01 1204.

In appearance, the Venetian grosso was unlike any earlier Venetian
issue or any European coin then in circulation; its imagery was clearly
derived Irom Byzantine coinage (5). The closest prototype is the debased
aspron trachy 01 Manuel 1 (1143-80), the principal coin 01 the Aegean
trade which Venice had come ta dominate ('). The Venetian design differs
Irom its prototypes in having the ligure on the lelt reach across his body
(as had analogous figures on certain Byzantine issues of the previous cen
tury), has the central shalt surmounted by a banner flying left rather
than a labarum or patriarchal cross, and has the saint identified as the
evangelist Mark by the presence 01 a book, which echoes that held by
Christ on the other side.

The Venetian grosso departs Irom its prototype most strongly in lab
rie. Not only had ail 01 the Byzantine coins on which Venetian Mediter
ranean trade had depended in the eleventh and twellth century been
scyphate, or cup shaped, but sa had been the earlier pennies 01 Venice
as weil as those 01 Verona, which lormed the monetary basis 01 north
eastern Italy. The decision ta mint a fiat coin tied the new issue 01 Ve
nice to the coinages of northern Europe and divorced it from local and
Mediterranean precursors.

The new coin is calIed simply a uenezianus in Fibonacci's treatise, but
the term dencrius grossus appears in a Venetian document 01 1211, con
trasted implicitly with the paruus venelicus used in a document 01 the
lollowing year ta specily a payment accounted in terms 01 the old pen-

(4) LEONARDO PISANO, Il Liber Abbaci, ed. B. BONCOMPAGNI, Rome, 1867, p. 106;
see B. BONCOMPAGNI. Della vila e delle opere di Leonardo Pisano, Rome, 1852, p. 32
for the dating and tradition of the manuscript used for this edition.

(5) Its appearance recalls the silver ducat of Norman Sicily from the 1140s, but there
is no evidence that it was derived from it rather than bath coins being derived directly
from Byzantine prototypes: see L. TRAVAINI, La monetazione nell'Italie normanna (Isti
tuto Storico Italiano per il Media Evo, Nuovi Studi Storici, 28), Rome, 1995, p. 210
218.

(6) M. HENDY, Goinage and Money in the Byzantine Empire, 1081-1261 (Dumbarton
Oaks Studies, 12) Washington, 1969, pl. 14, #6-7.
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ny ("). From then on, the coin is always calied a 'grosso' in private docu
ments and in state archivaI records. The chronicle traditions, however,
use additional terms ta refer ta the denomination, and these have entered
the numismatic literature as well. Martin da Canal characterizes the coins
as " noble silver medals which are called ducats ». The term medal seems
ta imply a coin that was extraordinary in appearance, while ducal was
appropriate for the issue of a duchy or which identified a duke as in this
case. Neither term is found for the grosso in other sources, and the name
ducat was applied ta Venice's new gold coin in 1285, a decade after da
Canal was writing C). Andrea Dandolo characterized the coin as " a silver
coin vulgarly called a Venetian grosso or matapan », The latter term is
the na me of the southernmost cape in the Peloponnesus, of strategie im
portance ta Venetian shipping, but not otherwise obviously relevant ta
the coinage; it never appears in archivai or commercial references to the
coin. It is not clear whether the chronicle terms of ducat and matapan
resnlted from a gennine popular usage or were the result of a literary
pro cess, but it is clear that the coin was calied a grosso in aIl normal
contexts.

There is sorne ambiguity as ta which side should be taken as constitut
ing the obverse of the Venetian grosso. This is a problem which carries
over from the prototype Byzantine coins, on which the side with the two
figures had been considered the obverse in works of the nineteenth cen
tury, but is now usually considered the reverse ("). Recent research, how
ever, has shawn that on Byzantine scyphate coins, the side with the two
figures, which is concave, was in the lower die, hence the obverse accord
ing to classieal numismatie usage CO). As the Venetian version is fIat, the
shape of the flan gives no indication as ta which die was upper or lower.
Since the die study below reports an equal number of dies used for each
face, the side using the larger number of dies cannat be inferred ta be the
upper die and hence the reverse. The best procedure for designating the
obverse, then, is to determine what the minters and users considered the
principal identifying type of the coin. In the chronicle of Andrea Dando
lo, the coin is described as having «the image of Jesus Christ on a throne
on one side and the figure of Saint Mark and the doge on the other ».
This might be taken as an indication that the side with the seated Christ
was considered the main one. However, the Capitulary of the Mint Mas-

(7) R. MOROZZO DELLA ROCCA and A. LOMBARDO (eds), Doeumenli deI eommercio ve-
neziano nei seeoli X/-X//, Turin, 1940, vol. 2, p. 74-77, #535 and 2, p. 86-89, #544.

(8) N. PAPADOPOLl, Le monete di Venezia, 1, Venice, 1893, p. 342, #7.
(9) Ph. GRIERSON, Byzantine Coins, Berkeley, 1982, p. 27-28.
(10) S. BENDALL and D. SELLWOOO, The Method of Striking Seyphate Coins Using

Twa Obverse Dies, in NC, s. 7. 18, 1978, p. 93-97; F. DELAMARE, P. MONTMITONNET

and C. MORRISSON, A Medumical Approach ta Coin Strikinq : Application to the Sludy
of Byzantine Gold Solidi, in W.A. ÛDDY (ed.), Melallurgy in Numismalics. 2, London,
1988, p. 41-48.
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ters for Gold instructs that ingots for gold be stamped with the dies of
the ducat (which had designs closely parallel ta those of the grosso) and
later documents characterize officially approved ingots of silver and gold
as having «the stamp of Saint Mark» ("). As the side with the saint
(identified by the legend as Saint Mark of Venice) also has the image
and name of the doge and the only identification of Venice as the mint
ing authority, it is best ta consider it the obverse.

The earliest documentation for the standard of the grosso cornes from
the Capitulary of the Mint Masters for Silver, a document compiled
around 1278 from earlier sources and revised to meet current condi
tions (12). This gives a fineness for the coin which works out ta .984 pure
[« no more than half of a quarter [of an ounce] dross per [eight ounce]
mark from good silver ») and a weight of about 2.18 grams (« between
109 1/3 and 109 1/2 coins per mark [of 238.5 grams] »). No analyses of
the fineness of surviving grossi of the issue of Enrico Dandolo have been
carried out ("). Nicolà Papadopoli had a destructive chemical analysis
done on a single specimen of the issue of Pietro Ziani (1205-29), which
gave a result of .964 and led him ta infer as its standard the .965 purity
given for the grosso in the fourteenth-century coin list of Pegolotti (").
The figure given by Pegolotti, however, is only one of many divergeut
fineness values for the silver of the Venetian grosso in fourteenth-century
merchant manuals and coin lists and has no particular authority. More
over, a grosso of Pietro Ziani from the ANS Collection tested by Giles
Carter in 1991 was found ta have a silver content of .978. In the same
year, Mark T. Wypyski and Ann Heywood of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art kindly performed Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy on a
grosso of Jacopo Contarini (1275-80) from the ANS Collection, which
they found ta have a surface concentration of .985 silver and an interior
core of .974 silver. In view of these results and the 1278 documentation
of a .984 standard, it seems reasonable ta conclude that the fineness of
the original grosso issue of Enrico Dandolo was likewise set at .984,

(11) R. CESSI (ed.), Problemi monetari veneziani (rino a lulla il sec. XIV) (Documenti
finanziarî della Repubblica di veneete, Ser. 4. 1), Padua, 1937, p. 41, #37; Archivio di
Stato, Venice, Avogaria di Comun, Haspe, R. 3642/2, rase. 4, f. 87v; G. BONFIGLIO

DOSIO (ed.), Il « Capitolar dalle broche» della zecca di Venezia (1358-1556), Padua,
1984, p. 67.

(12) Published in Papadopoli, 1, p. 311-338. #4; for the compîlation of this docu
ment, see A.M. STAHL, The Mint of Veniee in the Thirteenth Cenlury, in N.J. MAYHEW

and P. SPUFFORD (eds), Later Medieval Mints (BAR International Series, 389), Oxford,
1988, p. 110-115.

(l3) An example from the ANS Collection, #20a in the catalogue below, was sent in
1990 ta Eastern Michigan University, where Professor Giles Carter had graciously offer
ed to test it by X-Ray Fluorescence analysis ; along with other Venetian coins sent in
the same package for testing it was stclen from the V.S. Mails and has not been reco
vered.

(14) Papadopoli, p. 93 and p. 85.
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about as fine as silver could realistically be refined by medieval techno
logy.

The theoretical weight standard for the grosso is given as 2.18 grams
in the 1278 capitulary. The fourteen weighed specimens in the catalogue
below have a mean weight of 2.03 grams, though sorne appear to be
clipped. Four of the examples weigh between 2.15 and 2.19 grams, sug
gesting that the theoretical weight of 2.18 was probably in effect at the
beginning of the thirteenth century as weil as in 1278. Thus, the intrinsic
value of the grosso of Enrico Dandolo would have been 2.15 grams of
pure silver. The die axes known for coins of the issue are all at 6 o'clock,
with the exception of one specimen slightly off this alignment.

Grossi in the name of Enrico Dandolo come from a limited number of
finds. ln Italy they were found in a hoard from Martignano, southern
Tyrol, which had otherwise only earlier pennies of Trent, Verona and Ve
nice; a hoard from Digoman (Belluno) which had a single grosso of Dan
dolo along with JO grossi 01 Pietro Ziani (1205-29), a gold Hispano
Arabie piece as well as five kilograms of earlier pennies; and three were
in a hoard from Aquileia containing also JO grossi of Pietro Ziani, 316
denari of Aquileia in the name of the patriarch Volker. and 38 denari of
Triest in the name of bishop Givardus (1199-1202) (15). Three examples of
the issue were in a hoard found in Kirkhigiates (Epirus), Greece, which
also had a hyperperon of Johannes Vatatses (1222-54) and 179 grossi of
later doges through Ranieri Zeno (1253-68) (").

ln the Digoman Hoard, grossi of Enrico Dandolo are outnumbered by
those of Pietro Ziani by ten to one and in the Aquileia hoard by ten to
three, but since the later issue closes both of these hoards, it may not be
fully represented in them. Only the Kirkhigiates Hoard is late enough in
its closing to give a contrast between the two issues, 3 coins of Dandolo
versus 20 of Ziani. If the Dandolo issue was introduced in 1194. as the
preponderance of evidence suggests, it would have been minted for eleven
years up to the death of the doge; the issue of Ziani took place over 24
years. On the basis of this extremely limited data, and allowing for nor
mal attrition from circulation, it would appear that the Dandolo issue got

(15) B. GIOVANELLI, Alterlümliche Entdeckungen in Südtirol im Jahre 1837, in Neue
Zeitschri{t des Ferdinandeums, 5, 1839, p. 31-43; V. ÛSTERMANN, Di un ritrovo di moneie
veneziane, veronesi e trentine, in RIN, 9, 1896, p. 383-390; A. SACCOCCI, Un ripostiglio di
moneie aquileiesi, triestine e veneziane da Aquileia, in RIN, 92, 1990, p. 199-237. Saccoc
ci notes that one of the three specimens of the Dandolo issue had been stolen before the
Aquileia hoard could he examined, and other pieces may have been found in addition
to those originally handed over to the authorities. Thus it is possible that sorne of the
specimens in the catalogue below that appeared on the market after 1969 might derive
from this hoard.

(16) M. GALANI-KRIKOU, Symbole sten ereuna tes kyklophorias mesaionikon nomisma
ton sto despotato les Epeirou (1204-1449), in Apo ta Praktika Diethnous Symposiou gia tc
Despotato tes Epeirou, Arta, 1992, p. 141, #2.
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off ta a moderately slow start compared with the following issue. If one
were ta opt for the 1202 introduction date and an issue period of only 3
years, the Dandolo coinage would then appear ta have been proportion
ally stronger than the succeeding issue, possibly ta be understood in
terms of the recoinage of aider pennies or the financing of the Fourth
Crusade.

A die study has given a more concrete idea of the size of this issue.
The 31 specimens compared appear ta have been struck from 20 obverse
dies and 20 reverse dies. A standard formula for calculating original dies
allows a projection of 45 ± 10 dies for each side of this issue ("), This
would work out ta four dies a year if the early date of inception is taken,
and 15 a year for the later. In either case, it would suppose a total issue
of about 450,000 coins in the original issue if the couservative figure of
10,000 coins per die is adopted. In any case, it is a much smaller rate
than that projected for the only other issue of Venetian grossi subjected
ta a die study, that of the Type III grossi of Antonio Venier, produced
from 1394 ta 1400, where 335 obverse dies were projected for the six year
period of minting ("),

The die study of grossi of Enrico Dandolo also allowed a study of the
punches used for the die engraving, which suggests an internaI chronol
ogy for the issue. Simple wedge and crescent punches were used for sorne
of the lettering, and larger puuches were used for variaus parts of the
bodies of the figures, which were then decorated with carved lines and
drilled circles. The most diagnostic punches, however, are those which
were used for the heads of the three figures on the coins. The use of
punches for images had not been practiced in Veniee on the earlier penny
issues and was relatively unusual in Europe at this time, though it had
been brought ta a high level of skil! in twelfth century Bohemia (").

It is not easy to be certain of identifications in the case of these small
features on coins many of which are known only from published photos.

(17) G.F. CARTER, A Simpli[ied Method [or Calculaling lhe Original Number o[ Dies
[rom Die Link Staiistics. in ANS1HN, 28, 1983, p. 195-206. Il should be noted that on
the basis of only 21 specimens of the Dandolo grosso examined several years age, 1
found far fewer die links and ended up with a projected original issue from 105 ± 52
obverse dies, a result presented as preliminary in A.M. STAHI", 1999. 1 have round a
similar drop in the number of projected dies as the result of redoing a die study with
a larger corpus in the case of the torneselli denomination, as reported in A. M. STAHL,

The Cephalonia Hoard o[ Venelian and Hungarian Coins, in Nomlçhron, 13, 1994, p. 88
89. The most likely expIanation for the phenomenon in both cases is that the addition
of new specimens allowed the recognition of common dies among other specimens,
which is not always easy ta determine with certainty in the case of dies produced from
punches, as medieval Venetian coins were.

(18) A.M. STAHI., A Fourteenth-Cenlunj Venelian Coin Portrait, in ANSMN, 30,
1985, p. 213-214.

(19) R. MAZO KARRAS, Early Twelflh-Cenlury Bohemian Coinage in Lighl of a Hourd
of Vladislav /, in ANSMN, 30, 1985, p. 183-189.
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but it appears that each head is represented by two successive punches in
the course of the issue. A sequence can be derived by working backwards
from a comparison with the punches carried over into the dies for the
coinage of the succeeding doge, 'Pietro Ziani. It appears that the earlier
head punches on the Dandolo coinage were generally thinner and were
decorated with linear beards, while the later ones are more square and
were then decorated with drilled circles. It appears that the punch for
the doge's head was replaced first, then that for the Christ on the reverse,
and finally that of Saint Mark. A presumed chronologieal grouping ac
cording to these criteria is presented in the catalogue, below.

Catalogue

The coins are numbered by die combination (C), obverse die (0), and reverse die (R).
They are grouped according ta the punches for the heads cf the figures in presumed
chronological arder. Coins illustrated in the plate are starred (*).

Obv.: +.H.DANDûL' [up left from 8 o'clock ta 10 o'clock] DVX [vertical beneath banner
at 12 o'clock] .S.M.VENETI [down right from 2 o'clcck to 4 o'clock].
Doge standing to left, Saint Mark ta right with book in left hand, each holding
staff with right hand, with banner of cross and stripes at top flowing ta left.

Rev.: ië xc. Christ seated on throne, book on knee, left hand visible in right elbow.

Doge punch 1, Saint Mark punch 1, Christ punch 1

COR
1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

a) R. PAOLUCCI, Le Monele dei Dcqi di Venezia, Padua, 1990 [hence
forth Paolucci], p. 15, #2 = Kunst und Münzen 27, 18 April 1989,
#1982;
b)* private collection, New York, 1.89 g, 7o'dock.
a)* Civiche Raccolte Numismatiche, Milan, 0.9.172;
b) Ashmolean Museum. Heberden Coin Room, Oxford, 2.08 g.
a) Münzen und Medaillen [henceforth MM] 38, 6 Dec. 1968, #839 =
Magnaguti Collection (Ex Nummis Historia, Santamaria f.p.l. 1953),
vol. 5, #297, 2.06 g;
b) private collection, Davis, California.
a) E. BIAGGI, Monele e Zecche Medievali llaliane, Turin, 1992, p. 487,
#2761 = MM 27, 15 Nov. 1963. #544.

Doge punch 2, Saint Mark punch 1, Christ punch 1

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8
9 9

4

5

6

7
8

a)* British Museum, 1847, 11-8, 1440, ex Baron Kolh, 2.20 g, 6
o'clock.
a) Aquileia Hoard #2: A. Sxccoccr, Un risposliglio di monele aquilei
si, triestine e veneziane da Aquileia, in RIN, 92,1990, p. 235, #2, 2.19 g;
bl Künker 29,8 Marcb 1995, #2951.
a)* Museo Civico Correr, Venice [henceforth Carrer], Carrer #18,2.11
g, 6 o'clock.
a)* Carrer, Papadopoli #4779,2.13 g, 6 o'clock.
a)* American Numismatic Society, New York [henceforth ANS),
1967.182.52, ex D.P. Dickie 1967, 2.05 g, 6 o'clock.
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Doge punch 2, Saint Mark punch 1, Christ punch 2

10 10 9

11 11 10

12 12 11

13 13 12

14 13 13

15 14 14
16 15 15

17 16 16
18 17 17

a)* Museo Bottacin, Padua, 2.19 g, 6 o'clock:
b) CNI, 7, pl. 1,23;
c) Finarte 87, 21 May 1970, #780.
a)* Correr, Correr #17, 1.99 g, 6 o'clock ;
b) Paolucci, p. 15, #1.
a)' ANS, 1928.21.1, ex E.T. Newell, 2.05 g, 6 o'clock:
b)' Correr, Boldu #346, 2.15 g, 6 o'clock.
a) Baranowsky, 23 June 1931 (Trivulzio), #1318;
b) Geri 9, 18 April 1980, #260.
a) Museo Nazionale, Ravenna, A. L. MORELLI, Moneie medievaLi dalla
collezione deI Museo Nazionaie di Raoenna, in E. E. COCCUI (ed.), Il
grunolo di via Luca Longhi a Ravenna, Ravenna, 1997, p. 129, #144,
1.97 g.
a) Varesi 6, 11 Nov. 1986, #776.
a) Montenapoleone 6, 26 Feb. 1985, #2038 :::: Semenzato, 24 March
1979, #10.
a) Aquileia Hoard #1, 2.18 g.
a)* Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, Grierson Collection. 1.97 g, 6
o'clock.

Doge punch 2, Saint Mark punch 2, Christ punch 2

19 18 18

20 19 19

21 20 20

a)* British Museum, 1993, 3-2, 18, ex P. Greenall, 1.48 g 6 o'clock =
MM 50, 27 Feb. 1975, #536;
b) MM 44, 15 June 1971, #217.
a) ANS, 1971.42.11, ex. J. D. Rogasner [stolen from D.S. mails,
1990J, 2.08 g = Santamaria, 21 March 1955 (Signorelli, pt. 5), #504.
a) Hamburger, 10 Nov. 1924 (Vogel, pt. 2), #1249.






